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Why a Black history of mathematics?

• Math is an aspect of human culture that draws 
on specialized knowledge (compare with art, 
literature, foreign languages….)
• The mathematical accomplishment and 

abilities of formerly enslaved people play a 
sometimes overlooked but important role
• Will focus on Reconstruction-era Arkansas as a 

case study 
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Table  
 

Tuskegee raduates  ccupation from 1885–189  
 

rad ating lass ercentage of t dents Who eca e Teachers 
188  (inaugural class) 9 out of 10 (90 ). One became a mail agent. 
1886  out of  (100 ) 
188  1  out of 1  (88 ). One became a merchant and one 

became a printer. 
1888 6 out of 10 (60 ). Other graduates included an 

attorney, editor, carpenter, and merchant. 
1889 18 out of 22 (82 ). Other graduates included a clerk, 

farmer, mail agent, and printer. 
1890 16 out of 16 (100 ) 

 
Tuskegee graduated 80 students during 188 1890 in which 6  became teachers in their own 
communities. This represents a percentage of almost 80 . Teaching was not the only path for 
students as the table shows because according to the Tuskegee Bulletin, 1889-1890, there were 11 
well-developed industries such as agriculture, brickmaking, carpentry, printing, blacksmithing, 
shoemaking, sewing, laundry, saw-milling, and bee culture. However, these data reveal that 
becoming a teacher was a significant and highly sought profession in the first few years of Tuskegee’s 
existence. 
  

lied Mathematics ro ides ortunities for Critical Thin ing 
 

indings revealed that Black students did rigorous mathematics, as they were engaged in 
mathematical tasks and learning opportunities that required them to problem solve, use critical 
thinking, and participate in discourse to demonstrate understanding. n illustrating their knowledge 
and skills of particular trades, Black students were able to communicate about their “sense making” 
through oral discussion and questions. Students at Tuskegee worked together and used what is known 
today as manipulatives or hands-on materials from the field and shop. or example, early 
photographs, such as igure 1, show students outside learning about longitude and latitude using a 
large pre-made model of a grid. 
Students often had to weigh out their units of measures (tons of coal or tons of hay) and actual stock 
certificates were exhibited and used in discussion of percentages. Students worked on authentic tasks 
in part because of the applied curriculum at Tuskegee, but also because every teacher in the academic 
department visited the industrial divisions each week to “come in closest touch with the industrial 
teachers and processes of the various trades” (Tuskegee Bulletin, 1910-1911, p. 2 ). Mathematics 
was used to help solve real-world problems. Students had to demonstrate their understanding not only 
with pencil and paper, but through the performance of solving a problem that related to a trade. Today, 
mathematics teachers would call these performance assessments. While these authors do not have 
hard evidence of students using mathematics discourse in their classrooms, it can be inferred that if 
students had to carpet a room or sew a dress that they were having to talk through what they did, how 
they did it, as well as how they decided to do the things they did to create the dress or carpet the 
room.  

Below, Booker T. Washington and the school instructors describe the intention of mathematics 
concepts, such as trigonometry at Tuskegee: 

 
The work of trigonometry prepares for work in surveying and engineering. During the course the student 
is taught to an extent the use of surveying instruments, especially the findings of angles. uch actual 
outdoor work is done during the time of study italics added . n surveying, the student learns to lay off 
lots, country roads, to plot, map, etc. (Tuskegee Bulletin, 1904-190 , p. ) 

  

 

 
 

Figure 1. Tuskegee students learning longitude and latitude outside of the traditional classroom. 
Photograph courtesy of Tuskegee University Archives Repository, Tuskegee, Alabama. 

 
Students engaging in authentic tasks that had real meaning for their own lives probably increased 
their motivation to learn. The students all knew and understood the times and the role of education 
broadly in helping them to gain access to equality in America; however, they also learned that 
mathematics in particular was a useful tool in aiding them to function and participate in an economy 
designed to keep them in subservient roles.  

An analysis of some of the original mathematics textbooks Tuskegee students used also 
demonstrates rigor. One such book was entitled, First ear athematics for Secondary Schools by 
Ernst udolph Breslich (191 ). Breslich was head of the department of mathematics in the university 
high school at the University of Chicago. This book was published by University of Chicago Press 
and was a part of the University of Chicago Mathematics Series on textbooks and manuals, while 
listed as the required text for the freshman high school students at Tuskegee. n his preface, Breslich 
discussed the aim and scope of the textbook. Of particular interest is where he stated: 

 
. . . t is also true that the fundamental notions of trigonometry, which are commonly kept from the student 
until the third or fourth year of the high school, appeal to him because of their usefulness as tools in problem 
solving. Hence, these notions introduced at an early stage are presented in a way not difficult for a beginner. 
Practical applications, especially in surveying, have therefore in the following pages received considerable 
attention. (Breslich, 191 , p. xiv) 
 

This statement suggests that some textbook writers were thinking about ways to make certain 
mathematics topics more assessable and meaningful for students. Making trigonometry meaningful 
was what Tuskegee was aiming to do with its students, so there appears to be alignment. Another 
textbook published the same year, Essentials of Arithmetic: Advanced Book by Wentworth and Smith, 
used by 8th graders at Tuskegee had this problem: 
  

A boy has a garden 60 ft. by 100 ft. which he must water on account of the dry weather. f a cubic foot of 
damp clay loam contains on average 18 lbs. of water, what is the weight in tons of water in the garden to 
the depth of a foot, when the soil contains as much water as damp clay loam  (Wentworth & Smith, 191 , 
p. 12 ) 
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An 1880 debate

• [Black cadets at West Point] have all 
displayed a marked deficiency in deductive 
reasoning, and have taken very low rank in 
mathematical subjects. –Peter S.Michie, 
“Caste At West Point”

• Prof. Michie claims that colored students 
cannot understand “deductive reasoning,” so 
I beg leave to state a fact which has some 
bearing upon that point. A few days ago, I 
witnessed the recitation of the Algebra class 
in the Branch Normal College. The lesson 
was the application of “Sturm's Theorem" 
and Horner's Method to finding the roots of 
roots of higher equations. –Toothpick, 
Weekly Louisianian



The National 
Debate

• Debate was nationally significant
• West Point was accused of racism
• 9 out of 10 Black students 

admitted had left without a 
degree
• One student was facing a court 

martial after reporting an assault
• Prof. Michie’s argued that West 

Point wasn’t racist, Black students 
were just bad at math



Things to notice

• Public narrative about African-
American participation in math 
typically focuses on denied 
opportunities
• “Toothpick” suggest a counternarrative 

of remarkable achievement
• What is Sturm’s theorem? Need to 

know the math to assess Toothpick’s 
claims



How can we study mathematics at the Branch 
Normal College at Pine Bluff?

• Biography of the faculty (J. C. Corbin – well-documented)
• Biography of the students
• Publications by the faculty
• Textbooks used by the students
• Mathematically connections with other places
• Broader math/education context
• Ideas I have missed



How to study 
students: Joseph A. 
Booker

• Booker was 21 years old
• Born in 1859 on plantation near 

Portland
• Was one of 50+ enslaved workers
• Both parents died when he was 

an infant. Raised by grandmother



More on Joseph A. Booker

• Completed education at Roger 
Williams U. in Nashville
• Served as a Baptist minister 

and president of Arkansas 
Baptist College



Another student: Joseph Samuel Badgett

• Born in 1864 on a small farm in 
Tulip
• Mixed race: father was also 

the father of his enslaver
• Given land after the Civil War
• Education: private lessons by 

“old white woman” + public 
school run by Branch Normal 
student



How to read faculty 
publications?

• Problem isn’t original to Corbin
• Was originally written by Lewis Carroll
• Published in many newspapers



How to read faculty 
publications?

• Problem isn’t original to Corbin
• Shows Corbin knew linear algebra
• Had a copy of Muir’s A Treatise on the 

Theory of Determinants

 31

 j = tan(7 1/-1) 41/ -1 1 4?9 + 4+ 25+4+.]

 tanh7r* 1

 But,tanQ(r V1) -1 ` 1i+4+9+4+25+4?+. Atanh
 Also solved by G. B. M. Zerr, and V. M. Spunar.

 306. Proposed by J. C. CORBIN, Pine Bluff, Ark.

 Muir gives the following problem:

 laaab 2 lab a-1b
 Prove: 1 b 6, 6, =(a-b) |1 cd' c+d'

 1 c c cc 'd '+ 1 d d' dd' 1cd'F
 which, of course, can be solved by finding the terms of both determinants.
 Is there any method of changing from one form to the other which is direct?

 Solution by J. A. CAPARO, C. E., Notre Dame University, Notre Dame, Ind.

 Subtracting the first row from each one of the others:

 ha a a 1 --

 10 b-a b-a b2 -a2 (a-b) d-a d_-a dd '-a a 2
 0 c- a c'-a cc'-a2 -ab 2
 0 d-a d'-a dd'-a 2 c-a c'-a cc -a

 Multiply the first row by a and add it to the next two rows.

 1 1 b+a
 A=(a-b) d d' dd'+ba _

 c c' cc'+ba

 (a-b) [d'cc'+d'ba-c'dd'-c'ba-dcc'-dab+cdd'+abc+bdc'+adc'-bcd'-acd']
 which is the same as [ab(c+d'-c'-d)-hcd'(c'+d-a-b)-c'd(d'+c-a-b)]
 X (ab) or A=(a-b) [ab(c+d')-ab(c'+d) +cd' (c+d) -cd' (a +b)-c'd [d'+c)
 +c'd(a+b)], which can be written

 ab a+b jab a+b + cd' c+d'1]
 (d' c+d' c'd c'+d c'd c'+d I

 which by Cor. 1, page 34, of Hanus' Elements of Determinants, is

 1 ab a+b I
 A =(a-b) 1 cd' c+d' .

 1 c'd c'+d I

 Also solved by J. W. Clawson, and G. B. M. Zerr.
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How to read textbooks?



There is funding for this work!


